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Non-Fiction Writing Samples

EBook Sample “Bringing Ideas to Life”
Step 1: Brainstorm

You probably already have an idea of the subject of your story so I want
you to grab a blank sheet of paper and hand write an entire page of how
you see your book. Don’t think. Turn off your logic. Just focus on
writing.
Brainstorming does not have to make sense. The goal is to get something
on paper. We all have to start somewhere and this is the best place. I
personally keep a notebook and every time a new idea pops into my
head, I brainstorm within that notebook. That notebook is a mess of
unorganized ideas but when I need material for a new book, I can go
through all of those ideas to find my next novel.
Step 2: Create a Protagonist and Antagonist

I’m willing to bet that somewhere on your page of brainstorming there is
a character. The story revolves around that character. Therefore, it’s time
to get more detailed. On a separate page, pull that character from your
brainstorming and onto a page all to themselves. Use the same technique
to brainstorm an entire page about just that character. What are their
fears? Describe their past. Whatever flows naturally onto the page. Again,
the idea is to bring this character to life. Turn off the logic switch and
rely on creativity alone.
Once you have a page based around this one character, you are likely to
have enough information to come up with a list of traits:
 Fears
 Strengths
 Appearance
The more detailed your protagonist is, the more readers will love them.
It’s not like you will be listing all of these things in your book. Most will
be inert traits that only show up through their actions, reactions, and
dialogue. If you’ve ever wondered how authors seem to bring their
characters to life, this is the secret. They brainstorm so much detail that
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when they actually start writing, their character is so detailed that the
writer is only a guide to their actions. Great characters come to life in a
way so that their creator only needs put them into a certain scenario and
then let them take over.
The antagonist is brought to life in the same manner. Their traits
normally draw on the fears of the protagonist. Remember, the villain of a
story is just as important as the hero.
Step 3: Lay out the Plot Points

Every story is made up of what are known as plot points. These are
important to storytelling. They are as follows:
1. Inciting Incident

This is the incident that pushes the protagonist to start their journey
into the story. It’s normally some kind of trouble, dilemma, or other
circumstance that sets everything into motion. It can happen during the
first few pages or a few chapters into a novel. For example, if the book is
about a man seeking revenge against another who murdered his wife, the
inciting incident would likely be the moment that his wife was murdered.
2. Lock In

At this point, the protagonist is locked into whatever predicament they
are in. They are forced to go in a new direction in order to accomplish the
overall plot.
3. First Culmination

This is a pivotal moment that occurs about 40% into the story. Think of
it like an unexpected hurdle that the hero must face in order to make it
to the halfway point of your story. Using the example above, the man
seeking revenge might also be pursued by the police. So the first
culmination might be that he has been surrounded and facing those who
would stop him from achieving his overall goal (which is to kill the evil
man who murdered his wife).
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4. Main Culmination

This is the final pivotal moment. It is designed to create the tension
leading into the final moments of the story. Using the revenge plot, this
could be that the protagonist has finally tracked down the man
responsible for his wife’s murder. Now he must only face this man in the
final confrontation.
5. The Twist

This is also known as a setback. Something unexpected happens to the
protagonist that draws on their fears. In the revenge plot, maybe the
protagonist gets shot (very basic setback)? Or if we want to get more
unexpected results, then perhaps the hero finds out that the antagonist
is his estranged son, jealous by the fact that his father’s new wife got
more love than he? This point must make the reader need to find out
how the story ends.
6. Climax

This is the final face-off between protagonist and antagonist. By this
point, your plot should have pulled the reader in. Now you simply blow
their socks off with a spectacular climax! For example, our hero finally
has the final confrontation against the man who killed his wife.
So at this point, you should have an outline started with these six point
laid out. Each of these important plot points will be a chapter.
Step 4: Finish the Outline

This is where you will plan out the steps leading to and from all of the
major plot points. Each line should be a chapter and each chapter
should consist of:
 Characters: Naturally, this is a list the characters that will be
involved in the chapter.
 Setting: Place where the chapter will take place
 Goal: Overall goal of the chapter.
 Conflict: What happens?
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 Outcome: End Result. Normally would be a lead up to the next
chapter.
Start out by listing each of your plot points. Then build the rest of your
content to fill in the gaps. Look at your plot point as the framework that
will hold your story in place. The other chapters should form the walls
that transform that framework into a masterpiece.
Step 5: Start Writing

It’s finally time to start writing the next best-selling novel! You have an
outline to get started. You have the main characters in front of you. Now
you just need to find a place to start. While in most cases you would
start at the beginning, there are some exceptions where you would need
to write the ending first. One of those exceptions would be if you’re
writing a crime novel. Since clues are likely to drive your plot, you will
find it much easier to write the ending first. That way, you know exactly
how to incorporate each of these clues into your story and don’t leave
huge, gapping holes in your plot.
Either way, start writing. Turn off the logic switch and rely on creativity
alone for your draft. Don’t worry about typos. Don’t worry about
grammar. Just write. Revisions come later. Those who worry too much
about getting everything perfect at this point will never finish. If you want
to finish this book, then focus only on writing.
Schedule time just for writing. Shut away all distractions. For example,
don’t message friends on Facebook while you’re writing. Do nothing
during this time other than write! Follow one of the writing methods
discussed at the beginning of this book.
You will find that once you start on your book, it’s like opening a
floodgate. After several minutes, you will be writing instinctively rather
than thinking about it first. That means you have opened the floodgates
and let your creativity come pouring out. At that point, any distraction
will pull you from that writing zone. These are limited through the course
of a day which is why it’s so important to block all distractions.
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If you’re working at a full time job, then just schedule two writing times
each day. During those times, write for half an hour. Trust me, you will
get more done in that 30 minute span than most can in a day.
Detailed Non-Fiction Section

Nonfiction is a different beast. It requires no plot points and no list of
characters. So what? That would make it easier, right? Nope. The
inability to have those two powerful tools is what makes nonfiction so
much harder to write.
Okay, I know that I’ve been saying that nonfiction is difficult – so difficult
that you might be thinking about ripping (or deleting) these pages from
this book and never writing one of these nasty nonfiction books! I’ll
rebuttal just a bit. Nonfiction, while more difficult than fiction, is not that
bad – so long as you plan it accordingly. Let’s get started.
Step 1: Choose a Topic

The first step is to decide what you want to write about. It’s easier to
write about subjects that you have experience with. Deciding on a topic
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starts at the most basic idea, usually just a single word. I’m going to use
“Dogs” as a very basic topic and use this example throughout this
section.
I’m sure you realize that a book titled “Dogs” would probably have a high
rate of competition. Furthermore, it’s much too broad of a subject and
leaves too much room for expectations. A buyer would not know what to
expect and as a result, probably wouldn’t buy it. So let’s take that basic
concept and expand on it. To do this, we are doing to use Google
Keyword Planner. Here’s a link for your convenience:
Google Keyword Planner
Using this tool, I searched for similar searches for the word “Dogs”. The
following are some I found on the list:
 Dog Names
 Dog Adoption
 Dog Health
 Types of Dogs
 Dog Breeds
 Dog Facts
 Dog Types
 Small Dogs
 Miniature Dogs
The list is quite extensive but I feel that you get the point. From this list,
let’s go with “Small Dogs”. So we have narrowed our topic from “Dogs” to
“Small Dogs”. With that in mind, let’s perform another search. This time,
using the phrase “Small Dogs” to build yet another list. Here are some
examples that popped up on the list:
 Names of Small Dogs
 Small White Dogs
 Popular Small Dogs
 Small Dog Clothes
 Very Small Dogs
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 Small Lap Dogs
 Kinds of Small Dogs
From this list, we will narrow the topic even further. So let’s move from
“Small Dogs” to “Popular Small Dogs”. So let’s brainstorm. Imagine
someone is searching for popular small dogs. What do you think they’re
looking for? It probably varies for each individual and could range from:
 Popular Small Dogs for Children
 How to Choose a Popular Small Dog
 How to Properly Care for Small Dogs
For the purposes of this section, let’s go with the first on that list:
“Popular Small Dogs for Children”. Aim it toward teaching parents who
are looking to buy their kid’s first pet.
Note that you do not have to name the book after your topic. I know that
many will argue that your book title has to be a keyword rich title but
that is not the case. A creative name will convert much better than one
focusing only on keywords. There are plenty of other ways that allow for
the use of keywords and your book’s title should not be one of them.
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EBook Sample “Publishing and Marketing your EBook”

Chapter 1

Pre-Publishing Checklist
Are you ready to publish your book to the world? It’s okay to get
enthusiastic about this. It’s a huge achievement! So let’s get to it.
Our first step is what I refer to as the pre-publishing checklist. This is a
checklist of things that we have to do before publishing our book. These
are things that many people tend to ignore.
I’m going to let you in on some awesome knowledge. While not exactly a
secret, but these tips are extremely useful. Here are two important
factors:
1. Your book’s category (you will need to come up with two)
2. Buyer Keywords

Increasing your Book’s Discoverability
Writing and publishing a book is an easy process. However, selling your
book is an entirely different story. This starts by increasing your book’s
discoverability.
Discoverability begins with categories and keywords – the two items on
our pre-publishing checklist. They are not the end though. In other
words, you are not going to be able to just set this stuff up and then sit
back and do nothing. However, these two things are necessary if you
want to achieve the highest level of success. They will make it easier for
readers to find you.
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1. Choosing the Perfect Category

This requires a lot of research and really never ends. You should always
keep track of your book’s progress on a weekly basis. Let me start by
explaining how Amazon categories work.
If you browse Amazon’s book section, you will see that there are several
main categories. Each main category can have several subcategories.
Every time you click on a category or subcategory, you are given a list of
books. These books are ranked in terms of popularity. That popularity is
determined through sales.
You are allowed to place your book into two categories. So this is an
important decision. You want two things to happen:
1. You want to choose a category that readers search
2. You want to choose a category that has a low competition
Let’s assume that you have written a science fiction novel. You might be
tempted to place your book into the Action, Adventure, or Science Fiction
categories. However, these would be extremely tough to rank in. So try
finding a more specific category like ‘First Contact’ or ‘Post-Apocalyptic’.
These would be easier to rank, which means you would have to sell fewer
copies to get on the first page.
Finding the perfect category can take a lot of research because you need
to browse through categories that you can associate with your book. The
good news is that you can change this at anytime so don’t worry if you
choose incorrectly the first time. Sometimes, marketing requires a trial
and error approach.
Each category has a best-sellers list. You really want to get your book on
this list. That’s why choosing a category that you can actually compete in
is such a big deal.
Amazon doesn’t sit still and neither should you. In other words, do not
become complacent. You need to constantly keep up with your sales page
to see how your book is fairing in each category. If you are seeing no
success, then check to see if your category has become more competitive.
This will show you whether you need to focus more on your marketing
strategies or your book’s category.
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Also, Amazon is constantly adding new categories. Be sure to keep an eye
out for new categories that are relevant to your book as they are typically
easier to get ranked in.
2. Choose your Keywords

While Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) will only allow you to select up to
two categories for your book, keywords give you more possibilities. Let
me explain.
There are two ways that readers search for new books. One way is to
browse through categories as we just discussed. The other is to use
Amazon’s search feature and enter a search phrase such as “Science
Fiction Books”. This is known as a keyword search. When a reader
searches for a book in this manner, Amazon considers Book Title, Book
Description, Author Name, and Keywords when compiling the list.
This is where keywords come into play. You are allowed to enter up to 7
through KDP. These phrases are used during searches. Since most
people search for books in this manner, your book’s keyword is an
extremely important factor to consider.
I’m going to let you in on a little trick that the experts use to find the
right keywords. You may already understand how SEO works. However,
SEO tactics that you use for a website will not work towards selling your
book. We need buyer keywords for this. A buyer keyword is one that is
used by an individual looking to make a purchase. It is a very different
concept from search keywords, which are generally used to find free
information.
Here’s how you find buyer keywords:
1. Think of three genres that you could use to classify your book. For
example, Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Post-Apocalyptic could work for
our example above.
2. Now visit Amazon and change the search option from All to Kindle
Store.
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3. Start typing the first term into the search bar but stop after three-four
letters. Notice how Amazon automatically reveals a list of options? This is
not by accident; it’s by design. Those keywords in your search bar are
the most commonly searched terms that buyers search for before making
a purchase. They are known as Buyer Keywords – or keywords that
people search for when looking to buy a product.
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Write down the top five Buyer Keywords. Now we have a list of keywords
that we know buyers are searching for. The only thing we are missing is
a number of searches.
4. Visit Google Keyword Planner at the following link:
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
Use this tool to research those buyer keywords that we just generated.
This shows you the number of searches they gather on Google. It’s not
foolproof, but it gives you an idea of which phrases are the most
searched. Try and find buyer keywords that get a high number of Google
searches.
5. Repeat the process for all three genre keywords you started with.
By now, you should have a list of keywords that you know buyers are
searching for, as well as the number of monthly searches they get on
Google. The higher the volume of searches, the more powerful the
keyword phrase is.
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EBook Sample “How to Sell your Screenplay”

Chapter 2

Finding an Agent
Your first step as a screenwriter is to find an agent to represent you and
your work. Most producers will not so much as touch an unsolicited
screenplay.
An unsolicited screenplay is one that is not represented by an
agent, manager, or has not been specifically requested by the
production company.
The reasons are purely legal – so don’t take it personally. There are many
small-time writers who would sue production companies who read their
work because they feel that they came up with the idea first. So
producers simply don’t want to take the risk.
When you decide to send your query letter to an agency, don’t be afraid
to do your homework. If you fail to do a little bit of research about who
you are sending your manuscript to, then you should not be surprised
when you get it back, unopened and unread. In fact, you’ll be lucky if it
doesn’t find the trash.
What is an Agent’s Job?
Agents work hard to sell your screenplay to production companies. The
high end agents will have connections deep in the industry and will know
who is most likely to accept your screenplay. They will shop around for
the best fit and make the appropriate connections.
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Agents earn their living by selling your screenplay so they are going to
work hard to make that connection because their livelihood depends on
it. Agents want material that is in demand by studios, which means that
you need to know what’s hot at the time if you want to have the highest
chance for success.
Here are a few important things to consider when searching for an agent:
1. It all comes down to money. You need to learn what their fees are.
Find out what percentage of the royalties they expect to receive when
your manuscript is accepted. The standard is 10%-20%. Be skeptical of
anything higher than that. Furthermore, avoid any agencies that charge
fees for faxing, couriers, and anything other than selling your script. You
want an agency that depends on their income from selling screenplays.
Otherwise, they will not be as motivated to sell yours.
2. Do your homework. Find out how many clients the agent takes on in
a year. How many new writers do they represent or take on in a given
year? This is crucial information.
3. Call the agency whenever possible. Find out who to address the
query letter to. Remember that a phone call is your first pitch to an
agency so prepare what you’re going to say. You can even give an elevator
pitch of the screenplay while on the call if the opportunity presents itself.
You should already know your pitch by heart.
4. Never submit a manuscript unless you have been asked to do so.
You pitch with a query letter and then send your manuscript when
asked. Never break this order.
5. Fortune is in the follow-up. I love this saying because it is so
accurate in every aspect of business. Always follow up with an agent.
Your script might have been lost in a pile and unless you follow up, it will
not get read.
6. Finding an agent is tough. Don’t let rejection letters discourage you.
In fact, you probably have like a 2% chance of getting signed (that’s
assuming you follow the instructions in this guide). Do anything you can
to increase that rate.
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7. Get connections. The more you try and pitch your screenplay, the
more people you will meet. Even if your first script never gets signed, you
should be gathering contact information and making connections. That
will allow you to increase your success rate the next time around.
Furthermore, you will sometimes be able to gain invaluable insight into
the reasons why your current screenplay is not getting signed.
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Chapter 3

The Query Letter
Writing your screenplay was a lot of work. It took you a lot of painstaking
hours and a ton of proofreading to complete it. The hard part is supposed
to be over, right? Well, I hate to break it to you but the hard part has
only just begun.
I’m not trying to scare you into giving up. I’m just being straight with
you. Writing a query letter that really sells is difficult. Why do you think
people get paid thousands to write these one page letters?
A query letter is basically a synopsis of you and your script. It should tell
an agent why they are a good fit to represent your screenplay. A query
letter is going to do one of two things:
 Get your foot in the door.
 Get the door slammed in your face.
A query letter has to convince the reader to actually take the time to read
your 90-100 page screenplay. Its purpose is to prove that you can write.
This is your first impression so make it a good one.
Check for grammar errors and typos. What kind of impression do you
think you’ll make if you can’t even write a single page without errors?
Never address it “To Whom it May Concern”. Take the time to call and
get the right name. In the Organized Hollywood Screenplay Directory, I
list the contact’s name in many of the listings.
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The first sentence should hook the reader. Entice them into reading
the rest of your query letter by providing a hook at the beginning. Also,
be sure to mention any writing credentials that you might have.
Find a balance between pitching your script and yourself. A query
letter is designed to promote your script. However, it should also sell you
as a writer. Never leave the reader guessing.
Ask “Can I send you my script?” at the end of the letter. Never forget
to include the exact call to action.
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Chapter 4

Coping with Rejection
You might as well face the fact that you’re going to be rejected more
times than you’re going to be signed. All you can do is give yourself the
highest success rate possible by doing your homework and writing a
query letter that really sells your script.
Under no circumstances should you take rejection personally. In fact,
you should savor it. Rejection is paramount to your development as a
screenwriter. For every rejection letter that you receive, just remember
that you are one step closer to achieving success. For every rejection
letter, you should send out three more query letters to different agencies.
You can make rejection even more powerful by asking for critical
feedback in your query letter. Some will be more than happy to oblige.
However, they will only do so if they believe that you’re not going to get
defensive and lash back at them. Take criticism as a lesson and move on.
There’s no need to take it personally. In fact, I make it a practice to
thank agents for negative feedback because it helps me to grow as a
writer.
Here’s something to consider before you get upset and defensive towards
an agent. They probably know more about the industry than you do!
Asking for their honest feedback is helpful for a number of reasons:
1. An objective point of view can point out issues with your plot,
dialogue, and pitching technique that you might not have considered.
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2. Maybe you missed something? Now you know!
3. Having someone tell you that “it’s not good enough” can serve as
motivation to work harder. The best screenwriters take this lesson to
heart and improve their abilities.
Although agents are considered experts, even they can potentially
overlook a great screenplay from time-to-time. Although J.K. Rowling is a
novelist, I’m going to use her as an example. She was told that children
would never read her books. That statement makes me laugh every time I
read or hear it. Guess what? In that case, they were wrong. Or maybe
they were correct at the time and she dedicated herself to improving her
book? She’s the only one who really knows.
Many writers are inspired to prove people wrong. Now it’s time to make a
quick assessment of how you will handle rejection. Imagine that you just
pitched your screenplay to an agent. They listened intently and then told
you that your idea completely sucked. How will you handle that? Be
honest with yourself. Would you:
1. Lash out at them?
or
2. Ask them why it sucks?
You should choose option 2 every time and take notes. If you look deep
inside of yourself, you will know if they are correct. You just have to be
honest with yourself.
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EBook Sample “Putting Off Procrastination”

Introduction
Procrastination is the act of intentionally putting off a task. It’s
surprising at how many people actually brag about their habit of waiting
until the last minute to get things done. However, these same people
often gripe about how success is so difficult to achieve. Sometimes their
procrastination even forces them into the habit of blaming everyone else
for their lack of success, instead of looking in the mirror and realizing
that their own procrastination is likely the cause.
Let’s look at some of the most common ways that procrastination is
detrimental to success.
Procrastination is a Waste of Time
You would think this one is obvious. After all, procrastination itself
means to delay a task. However, it’s unfortunate that while many know
this is true, they still refuse to accept that delaying a task is the
equivalent of wasting time. Every moment we waste in our life is a
moment that we will never get back.
We CAN increase the number of opportunities presented in our lives.
We CANNOT increase the time we have in our lives.
Procrastination is a Universal Phenomenon
Everyone has procrastinated at one point in their life; whether that
means they waited a few hours to take out the trash or put off cleaning
their desk until the next day. We all have so much going on in our lives
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that we sometimes have to put off tasks because we lack the time to
complete them.
However, the problem comes when we put off important tasks in favor of
trivial ones. Sometimes that leads to digging through emails when we
should be paying a bill online. Many do not understand the difference in
the importance of tasks so they end up never achieving anything
worthwhile.
Procrastination Delays Success
Again, procrastination is by its very definition a delay. So it should come
as no surprise that it will delay one’s success. Would anyone choose to
delay a major breakthrough? Some people do just that, although many
don’t realize it. Some actually do realize it. More on this later.
For now, let’s just look at the obvious point here. By procrastinating, you
may very well be unknowingly delaying your own success!
Every Act of Procrastination is Like Taking a Step Back
So many people go through life without ever achieving their dreams.
Guess what? Every act of procrastination is like taking a step away from
those same dreams. Lost opportunities are a common regret among
elderly people.
Assuming you have planned effectively, every goal you achieve is a step
toward your dreams. It works the opposite way too. Every goal that you
put off leads you a step away from the same dream.
Procrastination Creates Unnecessary Stress
Finally, the longer you put off a task, the more stress you are putting on
yourself to complete it. This can easily transform into an endless cycle.
The longer it goes on, the more difficult it becomes to get back on track.
This book will help you get on the right track. It might seem extremely
difficult, especially for those who have let themselves become trapped in
a life of depression and fear. I’m not going to lie; it’s not easy. With that
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said, so long as you follow along with this book then that task should
become much easier.
Are you ready to get started?
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Chapter 1
Facts about Procrastination
Procrastination is one of the easiest ways of completely destroying
success in any aspect of life. If you are looking for a way to avoid
success, then procrastinate. That will do the trick! Procrastinators tend
to put obstacles in their own path and even choose a path that will hurt
their performance.
So why do people do it? Many don’t even realize that it’s an issue. Heck,
some individuals even go as far as to brag about their own
procrastination. The truth is that they do not realize just how
detrimental procrastination really is.
Here are some facts about procrastination:
1. Most chronic procrastinators claim that it’s no big deal, yet it
negatively impacts every faucet of their lives. They pay bills late, miss
opportunities because they waited too long, file taxes late, leave
Christmas shopping until Christmas Eve, fail to cash gift
certificates/checks on time – need I go on? The point is that
procrastination is very much a big deal.
2. As a culture, we do not see procrastination as a problem so it’s not
taken seriously. This is a huge mistake. If we started to focus more on
self-regulation, then society as a whole would see vast improvements.
3. Procrastination is not the result of a lack of time management or
inability to plan. In other words, a chronic procrastinator cannot just
“stop procrastinating” no more than a drug addict can just “stop using
drugs.”
4. Procrastination doesn’t just happen. It’s developed over time through
bad habits. It happens so gradually that most people don’t even realize
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they have a problem. Heck, some people force themselves to
procrastinate because of a mislead belief that it’s “cool”.
5. Would you believe that procrastinators tend to consume more alcohol
than the average person? They often lose track of how much they have
drank because they have unknowingly created problems with their own
ability to self-regulate.
6. Procrastinators constantly lie to themselves by saying things like:
 “I’m waiting until tomorrow because I’ll feel better”
 “This bill collector can wait one more day.”
 “The dishes aren’t going anywhere.”
I’m sure you’ve heard something along the lines of this before. Heck,
maybe you have said it yourself – I know I have at least once in my life!
It’s too easy in today’s world.
7. Procrastinators tend to occupy their time with meaningless tasks to
regulate their inert fear of failure. However, these tasks do absolutely no
good and actually distract procrastinators from more important tasks
that would likely improve their life.
8. Here are some of the common reasons that people procrastinate:
 A fear of failing. Sometimes individuals fear failing to the point that
they put off their opportunities.
 Thrill-Seekers. Some people get a rush from waiting until the last
minute to complete an important task.
 Can’t make decisions. Finally, there are those who have a difficult
time making a decision. So they get locked into an endless cycle of
procrastination.
More reasons are listed in the next chapter.
9. Did you know that procrastination can actually affect your health?
Waiting until the last minute to complete tasks leads to unnecessary
stress which is proven to compromise your immune system. The result is
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a higher chance to catch the flu or other colds – not to mention
insomnia.
10. Procrastination can only be cured through better habits and
improvements in behavior. This happens gradually and can be extremely
tough at times. Once the habit has been broken, everyday life will
become so much easier.
After reading all of that, it’s easy to see that this is no way to live if you
want success to become your best friend. Of course, there are other
reasons:
Time is precious. It can never be reclaimed so why waste it? Most
procrastinators waste so much of their time that they become
overwhelmed because they wind up feeling as though they have no free
time to spend on themselves. I know this might sound illogical but most
individuals who procrastinate will be the first to claim that they never
have any free time. The reason is because they waste that free time with
meaningless tasks that have no impact on their life. Yet, their behavior
dictates that these things are necessary.
It causes us to sell ourselves short. Underachievement and
procrastination go hand-in-hand. Over time, this can lead to regret and
depression.
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Novel Sample “Last of the Magi”

Chapter 2
Crystal outlined marble walls that stretched around the entire room.
It was huge. Paintings from all eras had been placed at perfect intervals
to meet each section of marble above it.
A red carpet led up three steps and to an overly large bed decorated
with the most exquisite drapes that money could buy. Jade opened her
eyes to a new day as another woman quickly rushed to the large window.
Judging from her attire, she was a servant and her trembling hands
pulled open the drapes, letting the sun shine its brilliance into the lavish
room.
“My Lady. What shall you have for your morning meal?”
Jade sat up, the sheets pulled closely around her body. Another
servant entered and nodded in respect of Jade. There were so many
perks to being married to the Emperor – one was the never ending string
of naïve people looking to gain position by supporting her every whim.
“I’m not hungry,” Jade snapped. “Everyone out of the room. Now!”
Why was she so angry? The previous night wasn’t exactly great. It was
so bad that it caused her anger to linger into the following morning.
Jade’s ill mood followed her well into the night, when she finally
managed to drink herself to sleep. It took a whole bottle of the most
expensive wine, but she finally managed to fall asleep.
It started out a great day. An address from her husband, Emperor
Fitzgerald, to the people of Helios stated that their plans were going very
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well. The resistance was falling back at every position and provinces were
bowing to the might of their armies. Everything was progressing quite
nicely.
Later in the day, one of their most prominent Generals reported that
Luna had somehow managed to hold off their armies. It was quite
infuriating to see one of their best Generals being held at bay. The part
that angered Jade was the fact that she was not being punished for her
incompetence. The Emperor had one weakness. He cared far too much
about his public image. As a result, he was cautious as to his strategy.
He wanted to occupy towns instead of burning them to the ground.
If Jade had her way, they would pay for their treason with their lives –
all of them. When she brought up the idea of them sending an all out
assault upon the Luna Fortress, the Emperor quickly dismissed her idea.
That’s when Jade’s day went from good to bad. She hated being second
guessed.
That insolent fool dared to challenge her authority. The more she
drank, the angrier she became. The fact that her husband took his
general’s side over hers was infuriating! Who was she to talk back to the
woman who will bear the future heir? Jade would find her chance for
revenge, sooner or later. She had more urgent plans for the time being.
After several minutes of loathing as to how limited her power seemed
to be, Jade finally got dressed and quickened her pace to the throne
room. One good thing was that her husband was away visiting one of the
outlying towns. That left Jade in charge. So her chance at revenge would
have to be planned before the day’s end.
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The throne room was the most immaculate place in the entire
Federation. Large cut diamonds were lined along both crystal engraved
walls. A red carpet stretched from the door all the way up two small sets
of steps to a pair of luxurious thrones.
Jade seated herself at the edge of a luxurious red seat, unable to get
comfortable and impatiently awaited the entrance of the one whom she
knew can take care of the Luna situation. The echo of footsteps finally
made her feel happy for the first time all day. Jade knew that she was
about to find a solution to her problem. The only thing that her servants
could not give Jade was something to sooth her ego. However, the man
who entered the throne room had never failed her.
Cyrus wore his favorite dragon scale shirt and as always, wielded the
most powerful staff known to exist. Cyrus didn’t have the weakness of
worrying what others thought of him. He gazed at the few servants
scattered around the room, wearing his crooked smile as always. They
had trouble determining whether he was goofy or dangerous. Jade knew
the answer to that question. Cyrus was insane – and this Federation
could use a little bit of insanity. Maybe that’s why Jade felt so
comfortable in his company?
“Lord Cyrus,” she stood, wiping several strands of perfectly cast dark
hair from her face. “Am I glad to see you.”
Cyrus half-bowed, “Your gracefulness.”
“I need a favor.”
Cyrus’s grin widened, “Favors can be fun. And you know how much I
love a good song and dance.”
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“You’re as strange as ever,” Jade tilted her head before looking to the
servants and guards that were station. “Leave us.”
“Ma’am?” one of the guards seemed confused.
“I said leave. You know; get out of my sight!”
Her serious demeanor forced them out in an instant. It was just her
and Cyrus.
Cyrus continued smiling. He seemed to love his life – the power he
wielded and the role he got to play as events unfolded was enough to
make anyone happy. Jade felt quite envious of his active role. Sometimes
she felt as though the Emperor only seen her as the future bearer of his
children and not of equal power.
“Should I be scared or happy that you want to see me privately?”
“Are they not both the same?” Jade had learned exactly how to speak
to him.
“Indeed they are,” his expression transformed from fun into serious in
the blink of an eye. “So tell me. How can I serve you?”
Jade stood and joined him on the floor, “Have you heard of what’s
unfolding at Luna?”
“I hear the siege goes ill. The peasants are putting up a good fight.”
Jade raised her voice, “They are not even worthy of the title of
peasant,” she calmed down a little. “My husband has a reputation to
uphold. As a result, he is forced to,” Jade paused while searching for the
right word, “withhold certain strategies. I need someone to handle the
Luna situation the way it should be handled.”
Cyrus remained silent for a moment, stroking the small head carved
upon his staff as if it were a pet, “I still have a prisoner to capture.”
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“So I hear,” Jade replied, “I’ll put a bounty out for information
concerning her whereabouts. By the time you return from Luna, maybe
something will have turned up.”
“I have had a really bad week. Perhaps this will cheer me up. Tell me
one thing. Does Emperor Fitzgerald know about this?”
Jade paused for a moment, not able to find the words. Her silence
was the only answer that Cyrus needed, “I see.”
“This must remain our little secret,” Jade replied.
Cyrus bowed while letting out a small laugh, “Then I shall take my
leave and head for Luna immediately.”
“Hold on,” Jade grabbed a small scroll that held her seal. “These are
orders for General Eryn’s return.”
Cyrus grabbed the scroll and walked toward the door leading out of
the throne room. Just before exiting, he was sure to get the last word, “I
expect the gratitude of a Queen for this.”
“Anything you want,” Jade sat back on her throne, feeling much
better. There was always a way to improve a bad day.
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Chapter 3
Some days were better than others. There were always orders that
Eryn could not understand. A good soldier obeyed an order whether they
understood it or not. Even though she had been in charge of the invasion
of Luna from day one, she was being replaced. Perhaps the Emperor was
not happy that she had not gotten results?
Eryn watched the ground below glide by in a way similar to her own
life. She had been a soldier since her teenage years.
“What wonders are below; what beauty cradles every grain of sand,”
she mumbled to herself, drawing the attention of a soldier near her.
“Ma’am?”
Eryn looked to him, “Sir Franz Galliard.”
The soldier removed his helmet, giving his face a respid from the
metal covering it, “I’ve never read his works.”
“You really should,” Eryn’s eyes remain ahead. “It makes one realize
just how precious life is. What’s your name?”
“Isaac.”
“Well Isaac,” she half nodded in respect. “What do you like?”
“I prefer mythology,” he replied.
“I’ll try not to hold it against you,” Eryn looked to the man who now
stood beside her. The expression on his face causes her to burst into
laughter. “Relax. I’m just trying to be funny. It’s not something I’m good
at.”
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That’s when she spotted the lust in his eyes – a look that she got far
too often from soldiers in the field. Their duty tended to create a
loneliness in them. So naturally, they would seek companionship.
It didn’t help that Eryn was extremely attractive and was in a position
of power. Her hair fell perfectly to each side, outlining her already
freckled face. Accompanied were eyes as green as amber and lips
rounded just enough to be considered succulent. She had the physique
of a warrior that was complimented by the feminine features that drew
attention.
Eryn wasn’t only a soldier, she was a woman. She loved to pamper
herself with hot baths and nice clothes. It was a luxury of her hard work.
Unlike other female soldiers in the field, Eryn perfectly balanced the
professionalism expected of her and her feminine side.
She tried to carry on the conversation, although Eryn struggled with
this sort of thing, “So what’s your favorite mythological story?”
“Dragons,” he seemed quite excited to speak of them. “I love anything
to do with dragons.”
“The heavens parted, making way to breathe life into Gaia for the first
time. They were forged from the flames of eternity and tempered by the
whispers of the universe – the true mothers of Gaia – the dragons.”
“I can’t believe you know that one,” he grew even more excited.
“It’s my job to know a little bit about everything,” she smiled.
Isaac was growing more comfortable in her company. Even though
she was a renowned General, Eryn was normal in her own way. His eyes
locked into hers, his sanity hung by a thread. It would have been a
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mistake to make a move on a higher ranked officer but his heart
pounded the common sense into oblivion.
Eryn had never been able to let herself fall into the gaze of another
man. Her life revolved around duty. A part of her would like to experience
love but then her professional side would always overpower any small bit
of lust that she felt. Once again, she chose not to indulge in the needs of
her heart. It wasn’t because Isaac wasn’t a strapping man.
On the contrary, the contour of his muscles perfectly carved both
arms. He wore a light patch of facial hair that perfectly complimented his
sex appeal. No, Eryn found him extremely attractive. Yet a side of her
could never go through with the act. It was a latent fear that grew worse
as time passed.
Even then, as Isaac’s hand brushed her hair back and his lips moved
closer, Eryn heart pounded with fear. Her lips wanted to meet his so
badly. She could feel the desire all through her body, causing her legs to
tremble and heart to race. In that last moment, she pushed him away, “I
can’t. It’s against the rules.”
Disappointment etched itself across Isaac’s face as Eryn turned and
briskly walked toward her private cabin. Eryn lied. There was no rule
against sexual relations between officers. It was not even frowned upon.
They were simply expected to do their jobs when the time came. Her lie
was to cover up the truth.
Eryn looked at herself in the mirror, half-regretting her decision.
Another chance and still she ran away. Even the comfort of her reflection
was not enough to ease the pain. That was the very reason she fought so
hard. What else was there in this world?
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Novel Sample “Here We Stand”

Chapter 1
There’s that moment just before the end when a man watches his
entire life unfold before his very eyes. It’s a summary of all the important
moments – those moments when time seems to stop. Every one of those
moments are worth remembering.
As Thomas looks around at the mangled faces approaching him, he
doesn’t see mindless souls. For a moment, his heart shows him families
that were not fortunate enough to survive the outbreak. He sees young
woman just settling into a new family and older women who had already
been through it all. Thomas sees children that were ripped from their
mother’s arms and men who likely fought until the bitter end to protect
their family. One thing he does not see is a summary of his own life.
Thomas was never a family guy, nor did he ever wish to be. He’s only
thirty so those things would have come later in life. Now when his life is
on the line, he has none of those memories to draw upon.
The undead are drawing near, thousands of them and all coming from
one direction. New Hope is his charge. He will protect it with his very life
if he must. Now is not that time though.
Thomas pushes open the door and takes off running. The grenade
that he held is now lying in the seat. Every breath he takes grows fiercer
as each step seemingly takes a lifetime. Thomas knows that his odds of
survival are slim but he must try. At least for now, the undead seem
focused more on him and less on New Hope.
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The explosion rips all of the sound from his eardrums and replaces it
with a loud ringing. The force thrusts Thomas from his feet and forward.
He’s moving fast but the flames are much faster and envelope him. Their
warmth and sheer power is exuberating. Thomas is spun about in such a
way that his eyes catch two sights. One is thousands of undead being
instantly incinerated; the other is a tree. Then everything grows dark.
A smoldering truck is all that remains once the explosion finishes
enveloping the area. Swarms of zombies are instantly vaporized while the
ones furthest away seem unscathed.
Thomas can now only see a faded darkness surrounding him.
Through the void are faint howls and the echo of gunshots. Flashes of
reality are distorted by glimpses into an abyss. He feels trapped in the
realm between dreams and reality. Thomas can hear everything but has
no desire to even move.
Upon his forehead is a refreshing feeling. It tingles and rolls down his
face – reminding him that life continues no matter how tough things
might get. The only escape is death and Thomas doesn’t have the luxury
of falling into its grip. The sensation continues to perspire at precise
intervals until it’s non-stop. His foggy mind awakens to the pouring, cold
raindrops covering his nearly broken body.
Somehow, Thomas musters to his feet, looking around but not able to
see anything. Every second feels like an eternity in itself. One small step
is preceded by another, stumbling along like a blind man waiting for his
fate to be revealed through sound. He would think himself blind if not for
the light ahead. Blurred and broken by the large raindrops, he moves to
it like a moth to a flame. His purpose is unknown and his memories are
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like the pages of a book flapping in the wind. Every step brings him
closer to the truth.
Then it all returns in a flood of sorrow. The undead pouring into New
Hope, the endless hope that he once shared with these people has been
devoured by a curse worse than death itself. The screams he heard while
dreaming were of the real world. Thomas now knows that his plan didn’t
work. Lightning crashes and reveals the flood of undead pouring into the
front gate of New Hope.
“Goddamn it!”
Thomas still has two guns and even though his strength hangs by a
thread, he must keep pushing forward. He clings to the guns as if his life
depending on not letting go. They feel like weights pulling on his body.
The rain and darkness conceal his approach while the constant
rumbling of the thunder overhead masks any sound that he makes. It’s
obvious that the undead can’t sense his presence. Otherwise they would
already be upon him.
He must at least make an effort to reach any survivors. It’s his duty to
help in any way that he can. Of course, Thomas’s mind is still hazy at
best. There is no real control over his actions. He’s driven by only his
instincts and duty.
His hands grip the pistols and fingers are gently resting on both
triggers. Thomas means to take as many of these monsters out as he
can. Maybe it’s for revenge – maybe there’s some kind of logic to his
actions? Not even Thomas knows the truth. All he knows is that he
desperately needs to get through them and right now, it seems the only
way is to shoot his way through them.
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Then that light catches his eye – the one in the distance. At first,
Thomas had believed it to me his mind playing tricks on him. Now he’s
not so sure. It’s gone now.
It takes him only a moment to decide that it’s best to take his chances
with the light rather than take on several hundreds of zombies. Thomas
staggers ahead, knowing that every step could be his last. It’s impossible
to see through this pounding rain and the wind has now picked up.
Every step is a constant struggle against the fierce wind and his aching
body isn’t making it any easier.
His intense Marine training is paying its dues and allows him to push
through the pain. Without it, Thomas might fall over and wait for the
inevitable. Instead, he keeps pushing himself even further. Every time he
feels the urge to give in that loud voice of his former drill sergeant roars
through his mind, telling him to keep his ass moving!
Thomas is close enough that the next streak of lightning reveals the
DoomBuggy resting beside the road. As he gets closer, the storm’s
intensity grows. Why the hell aren’t they helping? Thomas can now see
the light from inside the DoomBuggy and then spots Chance looking out.
“Don’t shoot,” Thomas’s voice muddles through the raindrops.
Thomas gets closer and is now close enough for Chance to see who it
is approaching. From his limp, it was assumed that he was a jumper.
Chance is glad that he waited before shooting.
“Thomas,” Amy rushes by Chance and helps him. His clothes are
soaked with rain and blood, his face bruised and bottom lip busted wide
open.
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Amy helps him into the DoomBuggy and immediately grabs a First
Aid Kit from one of the packs. Chance looks down as Amy cleans his
face, “What are you doing out here?”
“I tried to stop them,” Thomas flinches as Amy wipes a large cut on
his cheek.
“Hold still,” Amy grabs and turns his head back into position.
“Do you know if there are any survivors?”
“Why the hell are you just sitting here and not clearing the town?”
Chance stands and walks to the door, staring outside, “I’m just an
ordinary man. Perhaps I always was.”
Kyle breaks from the monitor, “Guys. The storm is going to get worse
– much worse.”
“Great,” Chance’s voice drops.
“How do you know that?”
Kyle motions to the display, showing the storm moving over the map.
“This is from earlier. I can’t show anything live.”
“Why not?”
“Too much cloud cover.”
Chance looks to Thomas, “Are there survivors?”
“I’m not sure. If there are, then they would be at City Hall. That was
the plan if things got worse.”
Chance now knows that there might be some hope after all. At first,
he didn’t believe that anyone had survived but now Thomas has just
confirmed their hypothesis. There might be survivors at the City Hall
building. Now they just need a plan.
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Chapter 2
The storm howls as the wind is now blowing at almost hurricane force
speeds. Streaks of lightning reveal the tree tops being pulled to the side.
Pounding drops of water are washing the blood from the streets of New
Hope.
Some might compare this to the storm of the century. Chance stands
at what he sees as the turn of his life. This is his first real test since the
dawning of the outbreak. Now he must use his god given abilities to meet
the demands of the moment. That thought makes him laugh. His natural
talents aren’t exactly anything to be proud of. Complaining about the
inevitabilities of life and then crying over a drink are his two greatest
traits. Rather, they used to be.
Chance looks back at his loathing and is ashamed of who he used to
be. Sure, those are times best left in the past but he still loathes that
person. That same man is now going to be forced into a confrontation
that will make him muster up a tremendous amount of courage. At least
it’s an opportunity to prove something to himself. Chance feels that he
must prove that he is no longer the same helpless man he used to be.
The storm wages war, crashing thunder and rolling rain onto the
ground. This is the same war that Chance feels being waged within
himself.
Chance shares his view outside to Thomas, “I’m tired of these freaking
jumpers killing all the good people. I refuse to fail them.”
“We have both already failed them,” Thomas lowers his eyes, “Now we
must make amends.”
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“We will,” Chance’s voice is so serious that it brings about a certain
chill to all those around, including himself.
“I take it that you have a plan.”
“I never have a plan,” Chance corrects him, “I say we do what must be
done. We go in, kill anything in our path, and get those people out of
there. Sounds like a plan?”
Amy feels the need to let her voice be heard, “What about the storm?”
“What about it?”
“The jumpers will go after you,” she replies.
“You guys seem to manage,” Chance swallows his fears, “What the
hell? Right?”
“I hate to be the one to rain on your parade. Wait, there’s gotta be a
better analogy than that,” Thomas’s eyes shift, “I hate to be the one to
dampen your spirits. I give up!”
Chance lets out a short laugh, “We get it.”
“Anyway,” Thomas lets go of his brief obsession with analogies, “We
really need a plan.”
“I just told you my plan.”
“How about this?” Thomas walks to the monitor and points to
locations as he speaks, “We move into the town and up the main street.
Our presence will likely draw the undead away from City Hall and buy
those inside some time. We stop at this point, make a fuss and drop a
grenade. Then stop here and do the same. Our goal will be to clear City
Hall, get the survivors to the parking area, and then get the hell outta
dodge. Sound good?”
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Chance, Amy, and Kyle are all staring intently at the long winded
explanation. Chance’s mind feels like it’s been struck by the storm
outside. His hair stands on end and his eyes can only shift back and
forth. One look at Amy and Kyle tells him that they both feel the same
way.
“Okay. So we go in, kill everything in our path, and get the survivors
out.”
Thomas rolls his eyes, “That’s what I said.”
“I lost you at ‘How about this?’.”
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How to Write a Novel – Introduction
So many people have a story to tell but they don’t really know how to
write a novel. The fact is that all of these stories have the potential to
become best sellers. So why doesn’t everyone do it? The answer is simple
– they don’t know how. All writers have a formula that they use in order
to accomplish this difficult task.
In The Beginning
Knowing where to start is always the first step. Maintaining a specific
direction while writing is essential. Otherwise, nothing productive will
come from the writing. This is why most people who have started a novel
never finish it. Discovering how to write a novel starts by learning how to
establish and maintain a direction. In other words, one doesn’t plan a
trip by randomly driving around. They use a map to find the most
efficient path. Once that’s done, they get in their car and start driving.
Writing a novel is a journey. It requires a writer to journey into a world of
imagination. Their job is to guide the reader through this fabulous new
world. Doesn’t it make sense to have a map as a guide?
Many people reading this will think that I’m talking about an outline. If
only it were that simple. Don’t get me wrong, an outline is an essential
piece to the puzzle but it’s not the only piece.
The ‘How to Write a Novel’ Checklist
We will get a few of the essentials out of the way in this article. Let’s start
with two things that are required for writers. These are both essential to
success.
The Typewriter
In the past, novelists typed their manuscripts using a contraption known
as a typewriter. I know, sounds like the dark ages to many younger
people. In today’s world, we have access to more powerful tools. So we
will think of word processing programs (like MS Word) as our typewriter.
This is something that you must have. Don’t try and write a novel using
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pen and paper. First of all, no one will ever read it. Second, publishers
only accept typed manuscripts (this has always been the case). Go ahead
and get used to typing. It’s not difficult at all.
A Notepad
This is only used for making observations. All novelists carry around a
notepad. One never knows when inspiration will strike so it’s important
to always take notes when it does. There are alternatives to pen and
paper. I personally use a digital recorder to take notes. These are cheap
and very powerful. Either way, having a notepad is a must.
Mistakes to Avoid
Only a small percentage of individuals who set out to put their story on
paper even gets through the first chapter. Why? They make at least one
of the following mistakes. Learning to avoid these mistakes is an
important part of learning how to write a novel. Avoid them at all costs!
 Writing without a plan
 Thinking too much while writing
 Saying too little
 Saying too much
 Sacrificing clarity to sound smarter (large words, complex sentences,
etc.)
 Not performing daily writing exercises
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Should you Install Your Own Air Compressor?
Installing a stationary air compressor in your factory and shop can really
be as simple as getting the right air compressor parts and putting it all
together. But an even better bonus is the fact that this simple
installation will add a lot of flexibility to your environment. With portable
air compressors, you have to tow them around from one area to the next,
making the work that much more frustrating. However, with a
stationary compressor, you can just install a network of pipes to reach
the various areas of your workshop or factory. That means no more
towing around that old portable air compressor! Here are some things to
consider when installing a stationary air compressor.
The location is the most important aspect of installing a stationary air
compressor. First of all, finding the center of your most active areas will
allow you to save money on the air compressor parts for installation,
such as the pipes that are required to distribute the air. For example, if
you place the air compressor on the opposite side from the area where
you will most use the compressor, then it will take a longer pipe network
– therefore, costing more money.
But cost isn’t necessarily the only thing to consider when decided where
to install your air compressor. The area where you install it must
provide dry, clean air. Also, the area should be well lit for maintenance
on the machine. The area must also provide 1,000 cubic feet of air for
every 5 horsepower of the air compressor’s rating.
Finally, you need to plan ahead when installing your stationary air
compressor. Draw out your distribution network. Figure out exactly
where outlets will be needed. If you plan properly, you will not only save
time, but you will save money on the air compressor parts needed for
installation.
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The Seven Wonders of the Writing World
Writing is such a wonderful thing. It can be powerful. It can open doors
to worlds that no one knew existed. Yes, the world of imagination is a
very real thing. Our world has seven great wonders. Guess what? So
does the world of imagination. Great things come in groups of seven.
Here are the seven wonders of the world of writing.
1. Quests
Our first stop is the quest. This type of story involves the hero setting out
on a quest. They always have a goal in mind – as Frodo did in ‘Lord of the
Rings’. This quest is filled with challenges that give an opportunity for
rewards far greater than the risk. The hero must overcome obstacles in
order to emerge victorious. In a quest, the hero does not always win.
(Note: Lord of the Rings is one of the rare stories that utilize six different
wonders. Overall though, it’s a quest driven story.)
2. Comedy
Ah, the misunderstood miracle that is comedy. Although comedies have
seen their fair share of renovations through the ages, make no mistake
that its roots remain the same. For those who don’t know the history of
comedy, it was initially considered a story that has a happy ending –
meaning the good guy doesn’t die a horrible and tragic death. In other
words, a comedy was a story that didn’t make the reader or viewer want
to cry and then go jump off of the nearest cliff they can find! In today’s
world, comedy is seen as a story to make the reader or viewer laugh. Bad
comedies make us – well, they make us want to cry and then go jump off
the nearest cliff we can find! See the similarities? So to put it simply, a
comedy is either a funny story or a tragedy themed story that has a
happy ending. That brings us to the third of the seven wonders of the
world of writing:
3. Tragedy
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There’s nothing like a good old tragedy to make one want to take a
golden brooch and jab both of their eyes out. That’s a little ‘Oedipus Rex’
reference to those of you who might think I’ve lost my mind. A tragedy is
a story with a very unhappy ending – the exact opposite of comedy. In
this story, the main character makes poor decisions. These decisions are
clearly the wrong choice, drawing a wide range of emotions from the
reader. The further the fall; the better the tragedy. The two most popular
tragedies are probably ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and ‘Hamlet’. Tragedies are
also a great way of getting your point across. Do you have a political view
that you want to express? Write a tragedy around it.
4. Voyage and Return
The protagonist has already completed a quest and emerged triumphant,
only to return to their previous life and face new obstacles. The
experience from their quest and their old life gives them a newfound
sense of purpose. They use this experience to solve the problem they now
face.
5. Rags to Riches
This is my personal favorite of the seven wonders of the world of writing.
The hero must start out as ordinary and throughout the story, become
extraordinary. It doesn’t necessarily have to do with money (although
money can be a factor). Another way to approach this story is to have a
hero start out on top, then fall to the bottom and be forced to work
themselves back to the top again. This should sound familiar. Hint:
Harry Potter!
(Note: Harry Potter is another story that follows multiple wonders. Is it
any wonder that it’s perhaps the greatest book series of all time?)
6. Overcoming the Monster
This story is simple. Pit the hero against a monster. This might be the
category where most stories fall.
7. Rebirth
The final of the seven wonders of the world of writing is the Rebirth. The
hero is either under a spell, imprisoned (by either their own emotions
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and beliefs, or by steel bars), or even dead. They are then released from
the state and develop into new individuals. The contrast between the
imprisoned state and their freedom from that state is what drives this
type of story.
Which of the Seven Wonders of the World of Writing does your Favorite
Movie or Book Fall Under?
Think about all of your favorite movie or book for a moment. How does
the hero get from the beginning to the end? Is it a happy ending? Some
stories are easy to classify – some are really hard. One thing’s for sure.
They all fall under one (or more) of these seven categories. Here are some
examples:
 Harry Potter (uses all seven wonders although Rags to Riches is the
main)
 Star Wars Episodes IV thru VI (Quest)
 Star Wars Episodes I thru III (Tragedy)
 Alice in Wonderland (Voyage and Return)
 Wizard of Oz (Voyage and Return) this one is difficult.
 Cinderella (Rags to Riches)
 Jaws (Overcoming the Monster)
 Predator (Overcoming the Monster)
 Robin Hood (Voyage and Return)
 Lord of the Rings (Combines 6 of the 7; leaves out comedy)
 Sweeny Todd (Tragedy)
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Finding Cheaper Car Insurance Rates
The requirements for car insurance in Kentucky are a little bit different
than most other states. For example, a slightly higher liability policy is
required by law. Also, Personal Injury Protection (PIP) is not required.
Although in order to waver PIP the applicant must fill out a form and
turn it into the state’s Department of Insurance. Kentucky resident are
encouraged to get the most extensive policy possible. It’s a bad idea to
just stick to the minimum requirements. Finding great rates at an
affordable price begins by know how much money can be spent. A
budget will dictate this. Here are some more tips of how to determine the
best insurance.
Finding Good Insurance Rates
Finding the perfect insurance policy in Kentucky is based on evaluating
the costs of different policies along with the type of protection that is
needed. One example would be for those who have a health care plan.
They most likely wouldn’t need Personal Injury Protection because their
health insurance will cover the cost of injuries that occur in an accident.
The other options determine the coverage of the vehicle itself. The main
concern here needs to be which options are an absolute necessity. After
all, it would be disastrous to be under-insured. On the other hand,
having unnecessary options is just as bad. The trick is to find that
perfect medium. Here are some considerations.
 What’s the most possible annual amount that can be dedicated to
auto insurance?
 If the worst happens, can the cost of a new vehicle be covered. If
not, then how high of a deductible can be afforded?
Why is it so Hard to find Cheap Insurance?
There are several factors that go into insurance policies that people can
obtain. Each of these policies have a different rate. But there are several
other factors that go into the cost of an insurance policy.
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 Age
 Marital Status
 Location
 Driving Record
 Type of Vehicle
 Whether or not a person owns a home
Every one of these things greatly affects the costs of a policy. For
example, a driver who has been in a lot of accidents will be considered a
high risk – and therefore their coverage would be much more expensive.
The same can be said for someone who has had numerous traffic
violations.
Tips for Reducing Car Insurance Rates
The following are some tips that will help lower car insurance rates.
Raising the Deductible
This can be risky so be sure that the new deductible is within the budget
before taking this route. By doing this and limiting claims, a lot of
money will be saved.
Reduce the Risk of Loss
Don’t leave valuables in the car. Be careful of where the car is parked to
protect against theft. Always follow all traffic laws. Don’t use a phone
while driving. This is all based in reducing the risks of loss and an
accident. That’s the single best way to ower car insurance rates!
Ask About Discounts
There are several discounts that insurance companies offer. Not all of
them are openly advertised. However, when asked about them, the
companies are usually more than happy to discuss them. Some
examples include:
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 Good Driving Discounts
 Student Discounts
 Low Mileage Discounts
 Anti-Theft Device Discounts
 Combining Insurance Policies (i.e. home and auto)
Review Policy Limits
Do this annually. Consumers who have more than one vehicle can save
a lot of money by adjusting coverage accordingly. Just be sure to talk to
an agent before making any large changes.
Check Rates Before Buying a New Vehicle
High performance vehicle insurance policies are normally very high. On
the other hand, family cars are usually lower. Keep this in mind when
buying a new vehicle. As a rule of thumb, the more expensive the car,
the more expensive the insurance will be.
Reduce Daily Driving
The more a person drives, the higher their chances of an accident. Since
prevention is the best way to reduce policy costs, then eliminating
unnecessary will also reduce costs.
Maintain Good Credit
Most car insurance companies use credit history to determine premiums.
Keeping a high credit score means more discounts.
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